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A Message From the President
Rol Herriges
From the historic to
current action, we have
some important items
of interest to tell you.
First, the Spokane
Public Library Foundation has named Ed
Tsutakawa as an Historic Honoree in its
Spokane Citizen Hall of Fame. Mr. Tsutakawa
along with the late mayor Neal Fosseen founded
the Spokane-Nishinomiya Sister City Society
in September of 1961, the oldest Sister City in
Spokane and one of the earliest in the State of
Washington. Among Ed’s many contributions to
Spokane, in addition to his art work and printing
jobs, was help in establishing the U.S. campus
of Mukogawa Women’s University at the Fort
Wright location on Spokane’s west side.
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Mr. Tsutakawa, Sister City founder.

Next, but certainly not second in importance,
our new set of Exchange Students have been
named for a six-week session in our Sister City in
Japan this summer. You will see pictures and their
activities elsewhere in this newsletter. This will
be the 45th year of the exchange program, from
which many long-term friendships have been established. To signify that lengthy activity, one of
last year’s students, Amaya Martin, recently appeared before the City Council to recite, in about
a seven-minute presentation, her experiences with
students, parents and Nishinomiya Sister City
members during her visit there, and what it has
meant to her.
So, on to our garden spot in Riverfront Park:
The whole program, called “Connections”, is getting there; we have a great spot for our lighthouse,
just several paces from the river bank; a contractor
is studying the plans; and we still need funds. I
urge all our members to help. This artistic symbol
of our own connection to our sister city in Japan,
and the great friendships that have been built over
the last 57 years, will be a long-time feature into
Spokane’s future. It would be great to have as
many of us as possible to be a part of it. Check out
the colored plot map on page 3.

Concrete workers spray a special coloring material onto pathways in the garden to ultimately
turn them blue.
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Student Exchanges Starts With the Families

45

Spokane exchange students and their moms
met recently at the Tatami Room at the Japanese
Cultural Center to discuss plans and etiquette.
Meeting, from left to right, were Hillary and
Sarah Holman, Gina and Jonah Bloom and Hiroko and Hana Hill. The students leave June
13 for a six-week exchange visit. In September,
three students from Nishinomiya will arrive for
reciprocal six-week visits. All of the students
are juniors.
Sarah, from Lewis and Clark, will meet
with Shiho Nakagia, from Nishinomiya High.
Jonah, from Ferris, will meet with Yoshinori
Koshi, from Higashi High. Hana, from Mount
Spokane, will meet with Namase Nabeshima,
from Nishinomiya High.

Years of SpokaneNishinomiya student
high school exchanges

Shiho Nakagai Family

Nanase Nabeshima Family
Yoshinori Koshi Family
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To Grow a Special Garden, Add Patience
It took millennia to build the pyramids.
Many of Europe’s famous cathedrals were hundreds of
years in the making.
The famous gardens in Babylon, Versailles and others
also took many generations.
Not that our Sister Cities “Connections” Garden will
rival those global icons. But it just seems that in an age of
instant everything, the clocks have moved slowly in growing our garden in a small part of Riverfront Park.
As many of you know, the concept of building a garden started with the Sister Cities International Conference
in 2005. The youth members of that 1,000-plus attendance
built a dozen 4X4-foot panels of rocks and concrete for an
Asian-style reflexology walk.
With any luck, this fall you can walk on the panels with
barefoot or with stockings. This month the panels are scheduled to be moved from the back yard at Mukogawa Fort
Wright Institute to Riverfront. Then we will see how movable the four-inch concrete will be.
In charge of the youth project at the conference was
our Society President, Rol Herriges. (We asked him if he
wanted to personally move the heavy panels in his car, but

he declined, wisely.)
The garden is located at the key junction of the Howard
and Post promenades.
Much of the landscaping for the half-acre “Connections” garden has been completed. Thanks to a number of
sponsors and two very significant donations, the funding for
the grounds was provided, so concrete has been laid for the
blue-tinged (like water) pathways and 30-foot plaza.
The Irish harp from the Limerick Society is in storage.
And Rol is working hard on securing some additional needed funding for the Nishinomya lighthouse. The 11-foot-high
lighthouse – half the actual size in Japan – will be a very
dramatic and iconic symbol in the park.
Garden sculptures from Jecheon, South Korea, Jilin
City, China and Cagli, Italy, are in planning stages. A special
sculpture representing Spokane also is being discussed.
A dedication in 2014 for the Connections Garden celebrated clearing the site, donated by several union members
and the Winkler Co.
Again, with luck, a dedication this September will celebrate the first phase of completed grounds and first sculptures.
(continued on page 4)

Our Lighthouse
This site plan of the “Connections” Garden shows the lighthouse location near the river.
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To Grow a Special Garden, Add Patience (continued)
It took millennia to build the pyramids.
Many of Europe’s famous cathedrals were hundreds of
years in the making.
The famous gardens in Babylon, Versailles and others
also took many generations.
Not that our Sister Cities “Connections” Garden will
rival those global icons. But it just seems that in an age of
instant everything, the clocks have moved slowly in growing our garden in a small part of Riverfront Park.
As many of you know, the concept of building a garden started with the Sister Cities International Conference
in 2005. The youth members of that 1,000-plus attendance
built a dozen 4X4-foot panels of rocks and concrete for an
Asian-style reflexology walk.
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In charge of the youth project at the conference was
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